FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Manufactured composite tile comes even closer to real, glass ceramic tile with Six3 Tile’s new coating process.

LANCASTER, South Carolina / July 10, 2019

Six3 Tile announced today the development and implementation of a new clear coating process that greatly enhances the look and feel of their sheet-good, manufactured tile sheet product line.

Six3 Tile’s newly formulated clear coat step adds depth to the tile surface and enhances the edges to closely mimic the tactile qualities of ceramic tile.

“We have been developing and testing this clear coat process for several months. Our new process delivers a look that is even closer to ceramic tile than our previous processes,” stated Calvin Trumbo, founder and president, “and even approaches the look of glass tile.”

Available immediately, the new coating will add improved surface durability and hardness, making the tile sheet more scratch resistant. This is important to project managers of multi-family construction and renovations projects, as well as the manufactured housing industry, where speed and cost of installation is a top priority. With this new manufacturing step, Six3 Tile will retain its new look for years.

About Six3 Tile™

Six3 Tile™ is an innovative manufacturer of engineered tile. Their proprietary, patent-pending tile alternative manufacturing process incorporates the backer board, mortar and tile into full-size, single, easy-to-use light-weight composite sheets that are virtually indistinguishable from traditional ceramic tile. Six3 Tile™ serves all facets of the construction and renovation industries.

Six3 Tile’s mission is to provide a disruptive alternative to traditional ceramic tile design and installation in specific construction, remodel and rehab markets. Six3 Tile’s vision is to be the leading producer of patent-pending, sheet-good, engineered tile products that are smarter, faster and more affordable for commercial and residential industry.

For more information, visit www.six3tile.com.
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